
Machine Learning in 
Google Drive
A look at the Quick Access feature





...like space.

#spaceishard
● Spaceflight is unforgiving and complicated
● But it’s not a miracle. It can be done

#intelligenceishard
● Fundamentals of machine learning are similarly 

complicated; ML is easily mis-applied
● Doing “toy” things with artificial intelligence and 

Machine Learning is fun and entertaining
● Doing useful things is a lot harder :). But doable!

How to get there from here?
● Start small, but real
● Measure. Be rigorous. Make sure you’re helping
● Have a compelling UX
● Launch. Iterate. And never forget the user



The High Road
● We’re here to help people do their job better
● We’re here to help the business run better, to create value
● Means tackling exceptionally hard challenges to do right by the user

Opportunity
● An organization's entire knowledge is stored in Drive
● Massive opportunity here for intelligence in the cloud
● Goal: Evolve Drive into an center for knowledge exchange for people
● But that’s a lofty goal! Launch and iterate, focus on the user.

  Drive’s first big feature in this space: Drive Quick Access





Drive Quick Access

Main Idea: Prominently show the user's documents and files they likely want to open right now

Benefit 1: Enable users to make better business decisions
● Show users relevant documents to their pending business decisions, including documents they 

may not be aware of. (The right information at the right time.)

Benefit 2: Save users time
● Quick Access gets users to their files 50% faster

Following slides: A tour of Quick Access across platforms



Drive Quick Access: Android (My Drive & Team Drives)



Drive Quick Access: iOS (My Drive & Team Drives)



Drive Quick Access: My Drive Web UI



Drive Quick Access: Team Drives Web UI



Quick Access Impact

Intelligence works
● Training and using Machine Learning models results in improved metrics 

beyond a simple “Most Recently Used” across all metrics

Quick Access saves users time
● Reduces time-to-open document by 50%

Starting Point for Future Work
● Quick Access has proven out our machine learning infrastructure for Drive 

and provides a framework for future intelligence features.





● Google Drive is used by 800 million 
people, thousands of businesses, 
across multiple platforms

● Must have rigor around the servers, 
data processing pipelines, client UX

● Dozens of servers involved
● Google scale project, end to end

Only possible with Google’s common 
infrastructure -->

Large-Scale Production System

● Deep Learning and ML (Google Brain 
/ DistBelief / TensorFlow)

● Data processing (mapreduce)
● Experiment framework
● Google BigQuery (SQL logs analysis),
● Server technologies and deployment
● Dynamic Load balancing
● APIs and RPC protocol
● Dashboard and Visualizations
● Statistical Evaluation
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Features
(a.k.a. “Inputs,” “Predictors,” “Signals”)

Features are the signals extracted from data to train models and to make predictions

Feature vector size
Deep Neural Networks are able to benefit from large amounts of features. 40,000 features

Feature engineering: Combine raw data to create useful derived signals; e.g., histograms

Post-processing: Minimal post-processing done; some scaling, adjustment of small weights, etc.

Example feature types
1. Periodicity: Time of day, time of week an activity was performed on a document
2. Per-document counts of number of open, edit, comment, etc. events per hour, day, week
3. User model: Number of docs, files, and folders created in the last week, number of 

collaborators, revisions created. 
4. In the future: Social Graph and understanding i.e. “Things my boss has been editing”



Data: Per-Document Activity Data

Data Source: Feature data comes from an Activity Service, which receives 
and records events on a per-document level.

Per-document Events 
When an item was created, shared, opened, edited, commented on, etc.

User Stats
Computed from offline processes, e.g., Number of docs, files, and folders 
created in the last week

(Future) User Network / Social Graph
Public items users in your network are viewing, commenting on, etc.



Algorithm: Deep Neural Networks

Current: Google Brain / DistBelief (internal to Google)

Future: TensorFlow (Open Source) -- all this ML capability at your fingertips



Machine Learning Details
You wanted details… :)

● Modeled as a Neural Network trained offline using conventional Back-Propagation
○ Replicated SGD (asynchronous stochastic gradient descent)

● Features: Approximately 40,000 features in use
○ Neural Networks can accommodate large # of features well
○ We suspect we can reduce the feature set without loss in accuracy / other metrics

● Problem set up as a two-class classification problem
○ Requires positive training examples (documents the user opened and their features)
○ ...and negative training examples (documents the user did not open)

● Training: Distributed, parallel mapreduce task distributed over 200 workers
○ Training, cross validation, multiple replicas, etc.
○ Can take a day or two to converge; massively computationally intensive

● Evaluating the model done in real time, typically in about 100ms
○ At request time, docs in the user’s “working set” are evaluated and ranked through the model 
○ Clients make a parallel call to get Quick Access predictions along with their file listing



Machine Learning Culture: What it takes
A lot has to be in place to land intelligence features

● Machine learning engineering competencies
● Privacy experts and a privacy-centric culture
● Cloud expertise
● Leadership -- from team lead and engineering manager expertise to executive rigor and 

support
● Machine learning infrastructure (Google Brain, DistBelief, TensorFlow)
● Systems Infrastructure: Servers, large-scale systems
● Product investment and vision around intelligence and assisting the user
● Enterprise-focus; these features are especially impactful for teams and in the enterprise
● UX passion and execution for new UI modalities
● Broader culture around learning and intelligence



Cross-Functional Team
Large, cross-functional, talented team required to land a feature like this

● UX Designers for Web, iOS, Android; UX Researchers to test
● Product managers to write the spec
● Program managers to execute the project
● Cross-functional reviewers for privacy, security, backend provisioning
● Large pool of dogfooders
● Test engineers to support test-centric culture and integration tests
● Front end engineers to implement in all clients
● Backend engineers to implement backend process for model train and eval
● Site Reliability Engineers to set up, run, and monitor servers
● Machine Learning experts -- scientists and those fluent with TensorFlow
● And yes, managers :)
●





Measurement Approach

Metrics
● Metrics are critical; they’re how we optimize the system
● Must be carefully defined to capture what the user cares about

Statistics
● Statistics are critical; they’re how we correctly evaluate the system
● Confidence intervals, statistical tests for difference of means, etc.

Baseline
● Most Recently Used (MRU) -- turns out, pretty effective itself.
● Always evaluate performance vs. baseline

Three key metrics (explored on following slides)



Three Key Metrics: Hit Rate, Accuracy, CTR

1. Hit rate
○ Measures utility of Quick Access 

in getting users to their doc

2. Accuracy
○ Measures efficacy of machine 

learning predictions

3. Click-Through Rate (CTR)
○ Measures general engagement of 

users with Quick Access



Production Metrics

This is a real system. A service. Not a science project :)

● Many backend dependencies; multiple clients; daily usage peaks, etc.
● Must monitor carefully. Entire team of SRE (Site Reliability Engineers)
● Conservative engineering is appropriate -- real users and businesses.

Three critical production metrics
1. QPS (Queries per second; How heavily the system is being used)
2. Latency (How fast we return answers to a client like mobile or web UIs)
3. Error rate (Reliability; how often we’re unable to return a valid answer)



QPS
Queries Per Second

● Slow Rollout
● Load Testing
● Platform growth

Latency
Milliseconds per query

● Parallelization of backend calls
● Increased capacity for reduced 

overall load





Dashboards are Critical
● Real-time results and status of the system
● Show heavily aggregated, anonymized data only
● Rich visualizations, transparent and accessible to stakeholders
● Determine impact of experiments
● Show historical performance of system over time



Primary Metrics Time-Savings Metrics



Positional Statistics Experiments





Data Quality and Availability

New Uses for Existing Services
● Primary internal data source (Activity Service) was initially 

envisioned to provide data for UI clients / Activity Stream
● Turns out, per-document activity data generates signals 

that are massively useful for determining which documents
are relevant to a user

Challenges
● New use case on an existing service :)
● Data sometimes incomplete
● Not all useful signals are present and “plumbed through”
● Much larger production burden on the service -- must scale



User Experience (UX) and UI

User Experience counts
● We can have the most accurate predictions 

on the planet...
● But if we don’t have a compelling UX, we 

won’t help users or get engagement
● A bad UX will get in the user’s way!

Prototype, study, iterate
● Assistive features are a new usage modality
● Careful UX research is required
● Complex interplay between UX and 

predictions





Experiment Framework for Continuous Improvement

How do we improve the system in a principled way?
● You have an existing system
● You have an idea for how to make it better (hypothesis)
● How will you know if it improves the system? (Or if it makes it worse?)

Approach
● Run an experiment with Experiment Framework. (Infrastructure at Google.)
● Rigorously test the hypothesis
● Google has a long history of this (in search) we adapt it to doc prediction

Result: Model accuracy improves; user adoption improves; understanding improves!



Case Study: Recency Weighting

Magic Moment: A user edits a file on their laptop, and now Quick 
Access shows it on their phone

Question: How much should we weight the recency of a document being acted on?

Method:
● Add a new feature intended prioritize recently opened/edited docs
● The inputs were buckets of minutes and hours in the past, e.g., 1 minute ago, 

10 minutes ago, 4 hours ago (i.e., a histogram)
● Experiment over the range of values and optimize for metrics

Finding: Files acted on between 1 and 5 minutes ago receive additional weight

Result: Correctly choose histogram / bucketing parameters for best performance





Dogfooding helps us launch better products
General Feedback from Internal Dogfood
● Most people loved it (yay)
● But some wanted a quick way to turn it off



Solution: Listen to your users! Iterate in Dogfood
Added in a “promo card” that is informational and allows one-click disablement
● The people who wanted it off were happy
● Other users got an easily dismissed heads up about the new feature



Dogfood Findings - Listen to the User!

User Action User %

TURN OFF 3%

GOT IT (ACCEPT) 28%

IMPLIED GOT IT (OPEN AN ITEM) 24%

IMPLIED GOT IT (AFTER 5 VIEWS) 45%

● Measuring matters.
● People who wanted to turn off, could (3%)
● Majority of people did not need to take any 

explicit action on the card 
● Now we can launch.







Continuous product improvement

● We want to improve the accuracy of Quick Access
● One way we can do this is to experiment with new 

features
● Introduce new features, test for impact, keep if they 

improve performance
● A lot of intuition and user empathy in identifying 

features -- “what is important to me?”



Improving Model Accuracy

● Hypothesis: Actions on documents I own from my boss 
should be boosted higher
○ Comments, edits

● Method: Introduce new features and see if we can improve 
model metrics through an experiment

● Features
● Idea 1: ACTOR_WAS_BOSS = {True|False}
● Idea 2: ACTOR_CATEGORY = {Coworker|Report|Manager}
● Idea 3: Assign weight to each user...



Improving Model Accuracy

● Idea! Generalized Concept of Actor Importance
● User Graph

○ Shows Proximity of User
○ Edge Weight of user

● Compute summary statistic
○ (MeanEdgeWeight / 
○ Degrees of Separation)

● Or feed in individual Inputs
● Run and Experiment and test

the hypothesis!





Future work: Quick Access and beyond
Faster, faster!

● Fast is everyone’s favorite feature
● Examples include caching improvements, client/server protocol optimizations

Increased quality (usefulness)
● Ongoing rigorous experimentation with inputs (features)
● Use new signals from across G Suite (e.g. social graph, document topics)

Infrastructure
● Migrating to TensorFlow (Open Source ML Platform)

New Features
● New features around teams and people (Team Drives!)
● Deeper understanding and assistance with your content and file organization
● Advanced UIs built around intelligence features





When it all goes right...

When we…
● Gather the correct signals
● Train correct models (apply ML properly)
● Measure the right thing
● Optimize for those correct metrics
● Build out the infrastructure
● Scale the system
● Create a beautiful, usable UX
● Make it all super-fast
● Methodically run experiments to constantly improve quality...

The Result: Magic.
 An intelligence feature that delivers real value to the user and to the business.



Questions
●
●
●
●




